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How to Be the Best Bubblewriter in the World, Ever!, shows you how to create your own

hand-drawnletters. The book contains over 70 alphabets, inspired by everything from hairy

monsters to butterflies, insects to ice cream. Each double-page spread contains both the alphabet

and an illustration that brings it to life. This book is designed to stimulate the creative minds of

children of all ages.
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Linda Scott is a successful clothing designer. She has worked with some of the world's leading

retailers, including Topshop and Marks & Spencer. Her work has been featured in museum

exhibitions and she is a contributing editor to children's magazine Okido.

I'm an art teacher to kindergarten through 8th graders, and this book is enormously popular with my

3rd-8th graders. I used it as a reference book for a lettering project, and the kids were very excited

and loved using this book.The great thing about this book is that all of the fonts are creative and

thoughtful, but they are not overly technical. They are accessible enough that the kids don't feel

intimidated to try them, and are able to build their own font ideas after seeing examples from this

book.I've had several students excitedly tell me that they purchased the book for themselves. Very

cool!A design flaw is that it doesn't lay flat, so that can be a bit difficult. I'm debating about cutting

the binding off and getting it spiral-bound.It really is a great resource. Beside the font examples

inside, there are many activities and exercises. It would be a fun book to give to a budding young

artist.



This is a book that you wished you had in middle school. All the other kids will be amazed and

envious of your cool bubble writing. There are bubble types to fit any project, message or theme. All

with large enough illustrations for you to copy with ease. After trying out so many different styles you

will gain skill and feel confident to invent your own bubble fonts! Highly recommend as a gift to

yourself or for any kid,

I have been doing creative writing for 15-20 years so am always looking for new ideas. The content

of the book is fine. What I do not like is the fact that the paper is like tan construction paper. Most

every page has room for practice but i fear that a felt tip would bleed all over the place on this

paper.Knowing that the paper was construction paper type I would not have made this purchase

unless it was half of the price I paid. i have seen better quality in a dime store coloring book that this

one.

on time and just as expectedÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦..very happy with the order and the quality of the

productÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦would happily order this again

Really fun book! I bought this for my 14 year old.

my daughter (who is 11) loves this book and has gotten a lot of use out of it.

I purchased this book for my daughter who loves to bubble write lyrics to her favorite songs. It came

in handy during Science Fair, making the heading on the board.
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